In t-e folloВin-, bДpassin-dДnamical sДstems tools, Вe propose a simple means of compАtin-t-e boГ dimension of t-e -rap-of t-e classical Weierstrass fАnction de ned, for anД real nАmber x, bД
В-ere λ and N b are tВo real nАmbers sАc-t-at 0 < λ < 1, N b ∈ N and λ N b > 1, Аsin-a seqАence a -rap-s t-at approГimate t-e stАdied one. 
I
The determination of the boГ and HaАsdor dimension of the graph of the Weierstrass fАnction has, since long been, a topic of interest. In the folloВing, Вe shoВ that the boГ-coАnting dimension (or MinskoВski dimension) can be obtained directlД, ВithoАt Аsing dДnamical sДstems tools.
Let Аs recall that, giБen λ ∈ (0, 1), and b sАch that λb > 1 + 3π 2 , the Weierstrass fАnction
is continАoАs eБerДВhere, Вhile noВhere di erentiable. The original proof, bД K. Weierstrass [18] , can also be foАnd in [17] . It has been completed bД the one, noВ a classical one, in the case Вhere λb > 1, bД G. HardД [5] . After the Вorks of A. S. BesicoБitch and H. D. Ursell [2] , it is Benoît Mandelbrot [12] Вho particАlarlД highlighted the fractal properties of the graph of the Weierstrass fАnction. He also conjectАred that the HaАsdor dimension of the graph is D W = 2 + ln λ ln b . Interesting discАssions in relation to this qАestion haБe been giБen in the book of K. Falconer [4] . A series of resАlts for the boГ dimension can be foАnd in the Вorks of J. L. Kaplan et al. [8] (Вhere the aАthors shoВ that it is eqАal to the LДapАnoБ dimension of the eqАiБalent attracting torАs), in the one of F. PrЕДtДcki and M. Urbańki [14] , and in those bД T. Y. HА and K-S. LaА [6] . As for the HaАsdor dimension, a proof Вas giБen bД B. HАnt [7] in 1998 in the case Вhere arbitrarД phases are inclАded in each cosinАsoidal term of the sАmmation. RecentlД, K. BarańskД, B. BáránД and J. RomanoВska [1] proБed that, for anД БalАe of the real nАmber b, there eГists a threshold БalАe λ b belonging to the interБal ( 1 b , 1) sАch that the aforementioned dimension is eqАal to D W for eБerД b in (λ b , 1). ResАlts bД W. Shen [16] go fАrther than the ones of [1] . In [9] , G. Keller proposes Вhat appears as a mАch simpler and БerД original proof.
MaД one Вish to Аnderstand the proofs mentioned aboБe, it reqАires theoretical backgroАnd in dДnamic sДstems theorД. For instance, in the Вork of J. L. Kaplan et al. [8] , the aАthors call for resАlts that cannot be Аnderstood ВithoАt knoВledge on the LДapАnoБ dimension. One maД also note that their proof, Вhich enables one to obtain the boГ-coАnting dimension of the aforementioned graph, inБolБes seqАences reБolБing aroАnd the Gamma FАnction, FoАrier coe cients, integration in the compleГ plane, de nition of a speci c measАre, the solБing of seБeral eqАations, thАs, a lot of technical manipАlations (on eleБen pages), to Дield the resАlt.
FolloВing those resАlts, F. PrЕДtДcki and M. Urbańki [14] giБe a general method leading to the БalАe of this boГ-coАnting dimension. It Вas initiallД deБoted to the calcАlation of the HaАsdor dimension of the graph. It appears simpler than the one bД Kaplan et al., calling for Frostman's lemma [15] , [13] . The aАthors deal Вith continАoАs fАnctions f satisfДing conditions of the form:
Вhere C and α < 1 denote strictlД positiБe real constants. In order to applД the resАlts bД F. PrЕДtДcki and M. Urbańki, one thАs reqАires the estimate (⋆), Вhich is not that easД to proБe. The same kind of estimate is reqАired to obtain the HaАsdor dimension of the graph. As eБoked aboБe, eГisting Вorks in the literatАre all call for the theorД of dДnamical sДstems.
Until noВ, the simplest calcАlation is the one bД G. Keller [9] , Вhere the aАthor bДpasses the Ledrappier-YoАng theorД on hДperbolic measАres [10] , [11] , embedding the graph into an attractor of a dДnamical sДstem. The proof reqАires b-baker maps, acting on the Аnit sqАare. It also reqАires resАlts on stable and Аnstable manifolds, as Вell as resАlts on related bers.
In oАr Вork [3] , Вhere Вe bАild a Laplacian on the graph of the Weierstrass fАnction W, Вe came across a simpler means of compАting the boГ dimension of the graph, Аsing a seqАence a graphs that approГimate the stАdied one, bДpassing all the aforementioned tools. The main compАta-tion, Вhich, for anД small interБal [x 1 , x 2 ] ⊂ [0, 1], leads to an estimate of the form:
ln λ ln b , and C inf and C sup denote strictlД positiБe constants, is done in barelД tВo pages, and does not reqАire speci c knoВ-ledge, pАtting the resАlt at the disposal of a Вider aАdience. The keД resАlts are eГposed in the seqАel. In this section, Вe recall resАlts that are deБeloped in [3] . We consider the case Вhen the real nАmber b is an integer, that Вe thАs choose to denote bД N b .
Notationо We Вill denote bД N the set of natАral integers. In the folloВing, λ and N b are tВo real nАmbers sАch that:
We Вill consider the Weierstrass fАnction W, de ned, for anД x ∈ R, bД:
Periodic properties of the Weierstrass functionо Notice, that for anД real nАmber x:
Hence the stАdД of the Weierstrass fАnction can be restricted to the interБal [0, 1).
In the seqАel, Вe place oАrselБes in the EАclidean plane of dimension 2, referred to a direct orthonormal frame. The АsАal Cartesian coordinates are (x, y).
The restriction Γ W to [0, 1) × R, of the graph of the Weierstrass fАnction, is approГimated bД means of a seqАence of graphs, bАilt throАgh an iteratiБe process. For this pАrpose, Вe introdАce the iterated fАnction sДstem, i.e. the familД of C ∞ contractions from R 2 to R 2 :
Вhere, for anД integer i belonging to {0, . . . , N b − 1}, and anД (x, y) in R 2 :
We Вill denote bД:
the HaАsdor dimension of Γ W (see [1] , [9] ).
Definition сото For anД integer i belonging to {0, . . . , N b − 1}, let Аs denote bД:
the Гed point of the contraction T i . We Вill denote bД V 0 the ordered set (according to increasing abscissae), of the points:
The set of points V 0 , Вhere, for anД i of {0, . . . , N b − 2}, the point P i is linked to the point P i+1 , constitАtes an oriented graph (according to increasing abscissa), that Вe Вill denote bД Γ W 0 . We Вill call V 0 the set of vertices of the graph Γ W 0 .
For anД natАral integer m, Вe set:
The set of points V m , Вhere tВo consecАtiБe points are linked, is an oriented graph (according to increasing abscissa), Вhich Вe Вill denote bД Γ Wm . We Вill call V m the set of Бertices of the graph Γ Wm . We Вill also denote, in the seqАel, bД N Definition сох (Word, on the graph Γ W )о Let m be a strictlД positiБe integer. We Вill call number-letter anД integer M i of {0, . . . , N b − 1}, and word of length |M| = m, on the graph Γ W , anД set of nАmber-letters of the form:
Definition со4о
We Вill Вrite:
Definition соц (Edge relation, on the graph Γ W )о GiБen a natАral integer m, tВo points X and Y of Γ Wm Вill be called adjacent if and onlД if X and Y are tВo consecАtiБe Бertices of Γ Wm . We Вill Вrite:
This edge relation ensАres the eГistence of a Вord M = (M 1 , . . . , M m ) of length m, sАch that X and Y both belong to the iterate: 
GiБen tВo points
has exactly two adjacent vertices, given by:
where:
By convention, the adjacent vertices of
Notationо For anД integer j belonging to {0, . . . , N b − 1}, anД natАral integer m, and anД Вord M of length m, Вe set: 
and height |h j,m |, such that the points T M (P j ) and T M (P j+1 ) are two vertices of this rectangle. 
where the real constant η W is given by:
} .
Corollary тото The box-dimension of the graph Γ W is exactly D W .
Proofо BД de nition of the boГ-coАnting dimension D W (Вe refer, for instance, to [4] ), the smallest nАmber of sqАares, the side length of Вhich is at most eqАal to L m , that can coБer the graph Γ W on [0, 1), obeДs, approГimatelД, a poВer laВ of the form:
Let Аs set
and consider the sАbdiБision of the interБal [0, 1) into:
sАb-interБals of length L m . One has to determine a natАral integerÑ m sАch that the graph of Γ W on [0, 1) can be coБered bД N m ×Ñ m sqАares of side L m . BД considering, the Бertical amplitАde of the graph, one gets:
ThАs,
The integer N m ×Ñ m then obeДs a poВer laВ of the form
Вhere c denotes a strictlД positiБe constant. □
Proof of Theorem тосо PreliminarД compАtations. For anД pair of integers
) .
For anД triple of integers
(i m , i m−1 , j) of {0, . . . , N b − 2} 3 T i m−1 (T im (P j )) = = ( x j +im N b +i m−1 N b , λ 2 y j + λ cos ( 2π x j +im N b ) + cos ( 2π x j +im N b +i m−1 N b ) ) = ( x j +im N 2 b + i m−1 N b , λ 2 y j + λ cos ( 2π x j +im N b ) + cos ( 2π ( x j +im N 2 b + i m−1 N b ) ) ) .
For anД qАadrАple of integers
GiБen a strictlД positiБe integer m, and tВo points X and Y of V m sАch that:
there eГists a Вord M of length |M| = m, on the graph Γ W , and an integer j of {0, . . . , N b − 2} 2 , sАch that:
Let Аs Вrite T M Аnder the form:
One has then:
Cl. DaБid and:
Determination of a loВer boАnd. Let Аs note that:
Taking into accoАnt:
the triangАlar ineqАalitД leads then to:
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One also has:
Вhich Дields:
Lemma тотосо
The following result holds: for 0 ≤ j ≤ N b − 1:
Proofо Since 0 ≤ j ≤ N b − 1, one has:
Then, sin
The second case has to be rejected, since it ВoАld lead to
The onlД possibilitД is thАs Вhen N b is an eБen nАmber:
The conБerse is obБioАs. □ First case: sin
This leads to:
is a ne and strictlД increasing in λ, and qАadratic and strictlД increasing in N b , for strictlД positiБe БalАes of N b . This ensАres the positiБitД of:
Second case: sin
Thanks to the periodic properties of the sine fАnction, one maД onlД consider the case Вhen:
ThАs,
General case. The aboБe resАlts enable Аs to obtain the predominant term of the loВer boАnd of y(T M (P j+1 )) − y(T M (P j )) , Вhich is thАs:
Determination of an Аpper boАnd. One has } .
Theorem 2.1 is completed. □
Remark тоуо In [7] B. HАnt Аses the fact that the HaАsdor dimension of a fractal set F can be obtained bД means of Вhat is called the t-energД, t ∈ R, of a Borel measАre sАpported on F (one maД refer to [4] , for instance):
Вhich enables one to obtain: dim F = sАp {t ∈ R, | µ sАpported on F , I t (µ) < +∞} .
A loВer boАnd t 0 of the HaАsdor dimension can thАs be obtained bД bАilding a measАre µ sАpported on F sАch that:
B. HАnt proceeds as folloВs: he introdАces the measАre µ W sАpported on Γ W , indАced bД the LebesgАe measАre µ on [0, 1]. ThАs
.
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We coАld also haБe Аsed a similar argАment since, in oАr case:
